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Executive Summary
In recent years, the Orange County Probation Department (OCPD) has adopted a policy of referring
immigrant children in its care to U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). In so doing,
OCPD has violated confidentiality laws, undermined the rehabilitative goals of the juvenile justice
system, impeded community policing efforts, unlawfully entangled its officers in federal immigration
enforcement, and diverted county resources. This report was undertaken by the UC Irvine School of
Law Immigrant Rights Clinic to analyze OCPD’s referral policy, document some of these harms, and
recommend possible solutions to address those harms.
As a result of OCPD’s referral policy, Orange County has led the state in juvenile immigration referrals.
From December 2010 to November 2012, the OCPD Procedure Manual instructed probation officers
to proactively investigate the immigration status of youth and granted OCPD’s ICE Liaison Officer
discretion to refer practically any child with “questionable immigration status” to ICE. Pursuant
to this policy, OCPD referred approximately 170 youth to immigration authorities in the year 2011
alone. Between October 1, 2009 and February 10, 2013, ICE issued immigration detainer requests for
numerous youth detained in Orange County Juvenile Hall; Orange County accounted for approximately
43% of all ICE detainer requests issued to juvenile facilities in the state.
In November 2012, OCPD revised its referral policy; however, key problematic aspects of the policy were
left unchanged. In the months following the policy change, OCPD has made a steady, if reduced, number
of referrals. Approximately 24 youth were referred between December 2012 and September 2013.
OCPD’s referral policy violates state confidentiality law and undermines OCPD’s mission to
rehabilitate juveniles. The policy violates California Welfare and Institutions Code Section 827, which
strictly limits access to juvenile case files, by requiring employees to provide ICE with “all pertinent
information” to assist ICE’s investigation of referred juveniles. Juvenile referrals also cause both
children and their families to distrust the probation department, hindering cooperation necessary
for rehabilitation. Furthermore, many juveniles referred to ICE are detained in federal custody for an
indefinite period awaiting immigration court proceedings, separating them from their families and
subjecting them to physical and mental hardships that increase their risk of recidivism. In cases where
children are deported, they experience long-term separation from family and friends, and may be left
to fend for themselves in countries where they have no support system.
Juvenile referrals do not benefit public safety, and may even hinder policing efforts. Studies have
repeatedly found that immigration status does not shape future delinquency. Also, OCPD’s own studies
indicate that as few as 8% of youth who come into contact with OCPD qualify as “chronic recidivists.”
Thus, targeting immigrant youth for deportation is unlikely to make Orange County safer. In fact,
juvenile referrals can harm public safety because they foster distrust between immigrant communities
and local police generally. Surveys show that approximately 44% of Latinos are less likely to contact
police officers when they fear police officers will investigate their immigration status or that of their
loved ones.
OCPD’s involvement in federal immigration enforcement exceeds its authority under the Constitution
and can lead to illegal detention, deportation, and profiling. Under the Constitution, immigration
4
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status may only be determined by federal officers and classified according to federal standards, but
OCPD’s referral policy directs county officers to independently ascertain juveniles’ immigration status,
according to a local scheme inconsistent with federal standards. The Constitution also guarantees
juveniles the right to be free from unlawful detention, but the referral policy violates that right with its
blanket directive to detain juveniles subject to ICE detainers for up to five days past their scheduled
release dates. Furthermore, officers untrained in the complexities of immigration status are likely to
rely on apparent race and ethnicity in selecting juveniles for immigration investigations, exacerbating
risks of illegal racial profiling. Finally, OCPD officers may erroneously refer U.S. citizens or other
lawfully present youth to ICE, potentially leading to their unlawful detention and deportation.
OCPD’s referral policy involves the unnecessary expenditure of county resources to subsidize federal
immigration enforcement. OCPD employees — including a dedicated ICE Liaison — spend time on the
county payroll investigating juveniles’ immigration status and communicating with ICE, and the county
incurs additional detention costs when OCPD denies out-of-home placement to juveniles subject to ICE
detainers and detains such juveniles past their release dates. Further costs may result from lawsuits
filed by those affected by OCPD’s referral policy or by civil rights organizations, challenging violations
of confidentiality laws, the detention of juveniles on the basis of ICE detainers, racial profiling by OCPD
officers, or the erroneous referral and resulting detention or deportation of lawfully present juveniles.

Recommendations
OCPD and the Orange County Juvenile Court should rescind OCPD’s current referral policy and prohibit
OCPD officers from referring juveniles to ICE, investigating juveniles’ immigration status, or detaining
juveniles on the basis of ICE detainers.
If OCPD persists in assisting in federal immigration enforcement, it should immediately modify its
policies in the following ways:
• Referrals
• Limit referrals to cases meeting clearly delineated public safety standards.
• Provide juveniles with notice of the decision to refer them to ICE and a fair opportunity
to respond.
• Share no information with ICE unless ICE has met the requirements of California’s
juvenile confidentiality law.
• Investigation
• Ensure that no juvenile is questioned about his or her immigration status except by federal
officers who have identified who they are and their purpose.
• Clarify that county officers are not allowed to independently verify juveniles’ immigration
status or to use juveniles’ race or ethnicity as the basis for decisions to investigate.
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• Detainers
• Train county officers on the TRUST Act’s restrictions on honoring ICE detainers.
• Permit the release of juveniles to out-of-home placements regardless of any ICE detainer
placed on them.
• Outreach and relief
• Reach out to immigrant families to explain the referral policy and build trust.
• Facilitate juveniles’ access to counsel and pursuit of immigration relief.
The California Legislature should take the following actions to protect juveniles:
• Enact legislation prohibiting the detention of any juvenile on the basis of an ICE detainer,
including juveniles tried and convicted as adults.
• Prohibit all probation departments and law enforcement offices in California from referring
juveniles to ICE.

6
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Introduction
The people of California entrust their juvenile justice system with a unique and solemn duty: the
rehabilitation and protection of the state’s troubled children. This charge extends to every single
child who enters the system, including immigrant children. Unfortunately, in recent years, Orange
County has breached this trust. County officials have
needlessly entangled themselves in federal immigration Orange County has for the last several
enforcement by developing costly juvenile immigration
years led the state in total juvenile
referral practices. In fact, available data shows that
immigration referrals.
Orange County has for the last several years led the state
in total juvenile immigration referrals. These referrals harm the very children the system is charged
with protecting. County officials have referred children to federal immigration authorities without the
necessary training or authorization, against children’s best interests and without an evaluation of the
negative impact of referrals on public safety. Orange County officials appear to have also overlooked
the potential fiscal burden that referral policies impose on the local community.
In response to concerns raised by advocates, the UC Irvine School of Law Immigrant Rights Clinic (IRC)
undertook an examination of the legal, social, political, and economic implications of the Orange County
Probation Department (OCPD)’s continued referral of juveniles in its care to U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE). We drew on information obtained through California Public Records Act requests,
federal Freedom of Information Act litigation, interviews, the experiences of clients represented by IRC,
and from publicly available sources. In this report, we present the results of our analysis.
The harms of juvenile immigration referrals are many and varied. Immigration referrals tear children
away from families to be detained in remote facilities for indefinite periods. In the past several years,
hundreds of Orange County’s youth have been separated from their families and communities. Without
access to their families and sometimes without legal counsel, children in immigration detention
face potential permanent removal from their families and communities. Because our immigration
system lacks robust protections for children, deportation may occur even when the child is eligible
for or has legal status. Immigration referrals also subvert the purposes of the juvenile justice system,
most notably through abandonment of California’s commitment to rehabilitation, confidentiality of
juvenile records, and family unity. In addition, referrals to ICE sow distrust of law enforcement among
community members, thus undermining community policing efforts. Lastly, immigration referrals
unnecessarily divert scarce local resources and expose Orange County to potential civil liability.
To mitigate these harms, IRC presents a series of recommendations that OCPD and policymakers
could implement at little or no cost. These recommendations appear at the end of this report. We
welcome the opportunity to begin a dialogue with OCPD, together with community stakeholders, about
how to address this very important issue.
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Background
A. OCPD Referral Practices
Under federal and state law, California probation departments have never had any obligation to
investigate a youth’s immigration status or report a youth to immigration authorities.1 However,
sometime prior to 2009, OCPD officers began to get involved in federal immigration enforcement
efforts by proactively referring juveniles to ICE.2
Through public records requests, IRC learned that OCPD issued a written procedure titled “Processing
Undocumented Aliens Through Juvenile Custody Intake,” dated 12/20/10. The Department issued a
substantively identical procedure the following year under the same title, Procedure Manual Item
(PMI) 2-4-102, dated 12/22/11. OCPD’s procedure directed intake officers to investigate the citizenship
status of every child upon admission to Juvenile Hall pursuant to an application for a petition alleging
a Welfare and Institutions Code Section 602 violation.3 If the intake officer personally determined that
there “[was] a reason to believe that [a] minor may be an undocumented alien,” the intake officer
was required to obtain verification of the minor’s legal entry into the United States.4 If the officer
subsequently determined that the minor “appears to be an undocumented alien,” the officer was then
required to notify OCPD’s official ICE Liaison Deputy Probation Officer (hereinafter “ICE Liaison”).5
Under OCPD’s procedure, the ICE Liaison had broad discretion to refer children to ICE with little
guidance or instruction. Specifically, PMI 2-4-102 allowed the ICE Liaison to refer minors to ICE
when they met any one of four criteria,
The procedure cited California Penal Code section one of which was a catchall discretionary
834(b) as authority for this requirement, despite category that read “[a]ny other minor with a
the fact that the state of California was permanently questionable immigration status.”6 As part of
enjoined from enforcing Section 834(b) in 1998 in the referral process, the ICE Liaison furnished
League of Latin American Citizens v. Wilson.
ICE with “all pertinent information to assist
[ICE] in their investigation.”7 The procedure
cited California Penal Code section 834(b) as authority for this requirement, despite the fact that
the state of California was permanently enjoined from enforcing Section 834(b) in 1998 in League of
Latin American Citizens v. Wilson.8
If ICE responded to OCPD’s referral with a detainer request,9 the policy provided that OCPD would
transfer youths to ICE custody at the end of their commitment, rather than releasing them home to
their families or assigning them to out-of-home placements.10
The ICE Liaison also “review[ed] each daily admission roster” to determine whether the minors in
Probation Department custody met the criteria for referral to ICE. According to OCPD, if a minor’s resident
status could not be determined through interviews with the minor and the minor’s family, the checking of
a California database, or through a birth certificate, the ICE Liaison referred the youth to ICE.11
OCPD officers made these referrals during the very early stages of a youth’s delinquency case.
According to Orange County ICE Log sheets obtained in a 2012 Public Records Act request, some youth
were referred in 2012 on the same day or within days of arrest, prior to adjudication of a delinquency
petition by any court.12 This often occurred during custody intake, with OCPD officers asking youth
8
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about their citizenship status right after recording their names, ages, and birthdates.13 Questions
about citizenship status preceded questions about the nature of the petition filed against the minor,
possible mental health issues or family stressors, delinquency factors, or prior pre-placement
services provided to the minor.14
In November 2012, OCPD issued an updated version of PMI 2-4-102, re-naming it “Processing Suspected
Foreign Nationals Through Juvenile Custody Intake.”15 The November 2012 procedure lists different
sources of law as the basis of its authority and requires that ICE referrals be approved in advance
by a supervising probation officer.16 It also changes the criteria for referrals. Under the November
2012 procedure, referrals of juveniles to ICE should occur “[i]n alignment with the purpose of the
Juvenile Justice System pursuant to WIC 202,” when the youth either “presents a foreseeable and/or
articulated danger to public safety,” or when “[r]eporting the minor’s immigration status serves the
best interests of the minor.”17
Several key aspects of the procedure, however, were left unchanged. PMI 2-4-102 still directs OCPD
officers to make determinations as to whether a child is a “suspected foreign national,” without
clear criteria or training in federal immigration enforcement.18 Similarly, the ICE Liaison still retains
discretion to refer youth to ICE without consideration of confidentiality rules or the eligibility of youth
for immigration relief. Youth with ICE detainers are still ineligible for out-of-home placements.19 In
addition, some changes to the procedure appear to be cosmetic. Although the revised procedure
removed references to the enjoined California Penal Code Section 834(b), the substance of the
paragraph where it appeared was not altered.20 Lastly, the procedure contains a new clause requiring
officers to categorize youths’ citizenship or immigration status using a novel local classification system
that is inconsistent with federal standards. This system includes seven status categories: “Naturalized
U.S. Citizen, Pending Documentation, Resident Alien, U.S. Citizen, Undocumented Alien, Unknown,
and Work Permit.”21

Mario’s Referral to ICE
The experience of youths represented by IRC provide additional insight into how OCPD’s referral practices
have operated in practice. For example, in 2011 and 2012, IRC represented a fourteen-year-old referred
youth named Mario.22 Shortly after Mario was placed in OCPD custody, he was diagnosed with severe
mental disabilities, including paranoia and a disinhibition disorder that required constant medication.
Despite these disabilities, Juvenile Hall staff—including guards and nurses—routinely asked Mario and
other Latino children if they were “illegal.” On Mario’s last day at juvenile hall, he made a statement
regarding his status to the guards. OCPD informed ICE of Mario’s statement and arranged for him to
meet with two adult ICE officers, alone and without notice. The ICE officers demanded that Mario sign a
stack of papers without identifying themselves or informing him what the papers were for. When Mario
refused, he was later transferred to ICE custody and eventually placed in removal proceedings. Mario’s
experience demonstrates that OCPD’s written procedures do not tell the entire story of how OCPD
investigates immigration status and makes referrals.
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B. As a Result of OCPD’s Referral Practices, Orange County Leads California in ICE
Detainer Requests
Data obtained from public records requests by a Santa Barbara group shows that between January
2009 and June 2012, OCPD referred approximately 546 youth to ICE.23 Similarly, Orange County
officials report that in 2011 alone, OCPD referred
approximately 170 youth to ICE.24 According to the Between January 2009 and June 2012, OCPD
Center on Juvenile and Criminal Justice, between referred approximately 546 youth to ICE.
October 1, 2009 and February 10, 2013, ICE issued a
total of 697 detainer requests for California’s immigrant youth.25 Youth detained in Orange County
facilities accounted for approximately 43 percent of the total.26 This number was substantially higher
than any other California county, with San Francisco, Santa Barbara, and San Mateo counties following
at 13, 12, and 12 percent, respectively.27

ICE Detainer Requests
Detainer requests are ICE’s primary instrument for taking custody of persons currently incarcerated
in state or local facilities. When ICE identifies an individual suspected of violating immigration laws—
typically through referrals in the case of OCPD—it issues a detainer request to the agency with custody of
the individual, asking the agency to notify ICE of the individual’s pending release and detain the individual
for 48 hours past his or her scheduled release date (excluding weekends and holidays) to facilitate
transfer to ICE. Because detainer requests are non-binding, the state or local agency has historically
had the option to decide whether to honor the detainer request and hold the individual for ICE at the end
of her commitment.28 With California’s recent passage of the TRUST Act, state law now prohibits local
agencies from honoring detainers for both adults and juveniles in certain circumstances.29
The cooperation between OCPD and ICE described in this report seems to be part of a larger
federal program consisting of ad-hoc partnerships between local detention officials and ICE called
the Criminal Alien Program (CAP).30 However, CAP is not the only means by which ICE identifies
persons suspected of violating federal immigration laws. ICE has developed a sophisticated system
of increasing co-optation of local and state law enforcement functions that includes CAP and two
more recent programs: Secure Communities (S-Comm), a program by which the FBI automatically
forwards biometric information from state or local arrestees to ICE for investigation31 and Section
287(g) agreements, which allow for the cross-deputization of local law enforcement officers to carry
out certain immigration enforcement functions.32 In the case of OCPD, however, it is likely that most
detainer requests in recent years resulted from OCPD’s practice of proactively referring youth, and
ICE’s response to such referrals through CAP.33
Data from the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) also confirms the high rate of youth referrals
from Orange County. Approximately 26 percent of the children referred to ORR from California
juvenile justice departments originated from Orange County between March 1, 2011 and June 30,
2012.34 And youth advocates report that the number of Orange County children sent to immigration
detention centers in other parts of the country also remains disproportionately high.35 One advocate
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formerly at the National Immigrant Justice Center in Chicago, Illinois reported that 38 out of 42
beds in the former Vincennes, Indiana ORR secure detention facility were filled by youth sent from
Orange County.36
OCPD claims that referrals have dropped since it updated its referral policy in November 2012.37
While the numbers have dropped, OCPD has continued to make a steady stream of referrals.
OCPD officials report that approximately 24 youth were referred to ICE between December 2012 and
September 2013.38 One example of such a referral is a sixteen-year-old youth named Eva,39 who IRC
currently represents. Eva unfortunately got into an altercation with a store clerk and, among other
things, struck him with a shoe. She was found to have engaged in assault with a “deadly weapon”—the
deadly weapon being the shoe—and subsequently transferred to immigration authorities. Although
Eva acknowledges her conduct was serious and wrong, she does not pose a serious danger to public
safety. However, she now faces permanent separation from the only reliable caregiver she has ever
had—her grandmother—and return to a country where she would be vulnerable to abuse, neglect
and possible homelessness.40
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Legal Violations and Other Harms
Juvenile referrals violate confidentiality laws and undermine OCPD’s core mission of rehabilitating
juveniles and protecting public safety. OCPD breaches confidentiality through unauthorized information
sharing with ICE, ultimately lowering juveniles’ chances of successful reintegration into the community.
The risk of referral makes both children and their families fearful of contact with the probation
department, impeding cooperation with probation officers. Further, OCPD’s policy contravenes the
juvenile justice system’s goals of rehabilitation of children and family unity by subjecting children to
prolonged detention, and separating them from family and friends. The referral policy also undermines
public safety goals by eroding the community’s trust in law enforcement without offering an appreciable
benefit to public safety.
OCPD’s unnecessary involvement in federal immigration enforcement violates federal law and creates
further risks of harm to juveniles and the county. Only federal officials have the authority to enforce
immigration laws, and OCPD’s independent investigation and classification of immigration status violates
the Constitution. Furthermore, status investigations conducted by untrained, unauthorized OCPD officials
are likely to lead to illegal racial profiling as well as erroneous referrals of U.S. citizens and other lawfully
present youth – potentially leading to their unlawful detention and deportation. Finally, in addition to
diverting county resources to the referral and detention of juveniles for the federal government, OCPD’s
referral policy exposes the County to costly lawsuits arising from erroneous referrals, racial profiling,
violations of constitutional law, and breaches of confidentiality.

A. Juvenile Referrals to ICE Violate Confidentiality Law and Impede the
Rehabilitation of Children
A central goal of the California juvenile justice system is to provide minors with “protection and safety,”
and to “preserve and strengthen the minor’s family ties where possible.”41 The referral of children in
the care of juvenile probation to immigration authorities thwarts these goals by impeding a youth’s
prospects for rehabilitation and separating youth from their families and communities.
From its inception in the late 19th century, the juvenile system has treated youthful offenders differently
from adults.42 Responding to developing scientific understandings of adolescence,43 courts in the
United States used parens patriae authority to develop a rehabilitative and protective model of juvenile
justice that treated youthful offenders as “delinquent” and in need of treatment rather than “criminal”
and in need of punishment.44 Proponents of a separate system of justice for children believed that
children are “not fully formed”45 and therefore the system had a greater chance of “making good
citizens rather than useless criminals”46 through rehabilitation. More recently in Roper v. Simmons,
the Supreme Court recognized, in holding the juvenile death penalty unconstitutional, that “[t]heir
own vulnerability and comparative lack of control over their immediate surroundings mean juveniles
have a greater claim than adults to be forgiven for failing to escape negative influences in their whole
environment.”47 This reflects a view that children are also less culpable than adults for their acts.48
Minors charged with delinquent conduct may be held accountable for their behavior, but any sanctions
must be appropriate for the circumstances and consistent with the “rehabilitative objectives” of the
system and the minors’ “best interest[s].”49 Further, to avoid stigma and promote rehabilitation, there
is a strict norm of confidentiality that pervades the juvenile justice system.50
12
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Through its referral practices, OCPD is violating confidentiality and imposing, through another agency,
an additional punishment on a subset of children—largely minority children—in its care. Rather
than ensuring the necessary conditions for rehabilitation or acting in a child’s best interests, OCPD
appears to have abandoned the traditional juvenile justice system goals for this subset of children.
The cooperation of a child and his or her family with the probation department is vital to successful
rehabilitation. Unfortunately, juvenile referrals cause some family members to be hesitant to cooperate
because they fear the immigration
consequences that may result from Rather than ensuring the necessary conditions for
contact with OCPD. When OCPD refers rehabilitation or acting in a child’s best interests, OCPD
a juvenile to ICE, he or she will likely be appears to have abandoned the traditional juvenile justice
subject to prolonged detention far away system goals for this subset of children.
from family and friends. Due to the
special considerations associated with housing juveniles, the detention centers where they are held
are scarce and scattered throughout the United States. In cases where a youth eventually returns to
his or her community, prolonged detention impedes her reintegration. In the case of deportation, the
permanent separation from family and banishment to a foreign country can cause children deep and
lasting harm.
Furthermore, OCPD’s policy seems to conflict with the goals of the Juvenile Detention Alternatives
Initiative (JDAI) program, in which Orange County has participated for the past two years.51 The
aim of JDAI is to divert children from detention and improve public safety through collaborations
among stakeholders, schools, community groups, and mental health agencies.52 Counties that have
implemented JDAI have seen positive results from reductions in confinement.53 Because ICE referrals
increase the length of a child’s detention by denying them out-of-home placements and inducing an
additional term of detention by federal authorities, they undermine the very goals to which OCPD has
committed through participation in JDAI.

1. OCPD’s Referral Practices Violate Juvenile Confidentiality Laws
Confidentiality is a key mechanism by which the juvenile justice system promotes rehabilitation. It
allows a youth to avoid any stigma or residual legal disability resulting from involvement in the juvenile
justice system beyond the delinquency case.54 Further, the protection of other information obtained by
OCPD in connection with a child’s delinquency case or detention at Juvenile Hall from unauthorized
disclosure, including information about immigration status, is critical to encouraging cooperation
with juvenile probation. OCPD’s practices violate confidentiality laws by sharing information from a
juvenile’s case file and other information about the juvenile with ICE to be used against her.

OCPD is required to keep juvenile case information strictly confidential
Congress and the courts have repeatedly recognized states’ legitimate wishes to protect the
confidentiality of state juvenile proceedings. Indeed, because the ability of states to enact confidentiality
rules is such a core component of the juvenile justice system, the federal judiciary has recognized
only limited exceptions to it. In Kent v. United States,55 the Supreme Court recognized that a youth’s
defense attorney may access records in connection with a youth’s case in order to properly represent
Second Chances for All
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the child. Similarly, in Application of Gault, the Supreme Court held that state confidentiality laws
should give way to a child’s due process right to have his or her parents timely notified of the nature
of a petition or charge filed against the child.56 In Kent and Gault, confidentiality rules were set aside
in two narrow circumstances to aid or protect the interests of the child. Neither Congress nor the
Supreme Court has ever recognized any broad exception that would allow state and local agencies
to breach confidentiality to share information with federal immigration authorities, particularly when
such information sharing would pose a detriment to the child.
Under state law, all information from a juvenile case file is confidential, and there are only limited
exceptions to this confidentiality. Acting within its authority to protect the confidentiality of juveniles
in the state, the California legislature has created a scheme with which all parties wishing to access
juvenile case information, including federal agencies such as ICE, must comply. California Welfare and
Institutions Code Section 827 strictly limits access to juvenile case files, providing for the exchange
of information with state and local law enforcement agencies, but only in specific circumstances.58
The only other entities and individuals listed in Section 827 permitted to access juvenile case files are
participants in the juvenile justice system,59 suggesting that the legislature intended only to enable
sharing of information between those individuals or agencies directly involved in a minor’s case.60
Indeed, the California legislature has specifically declined to adopt an amendment to Section 827 that
would have permitted the sharing of confidential information with ICE as well.61 The Orange County
Juvenile Court has affirmed this requirement of confidentiality. Presiding Judge Douglas Hatchimonji, in
his Administrative Order No. 12/003-903, “Exchange of Information,” states that “disclosure of juvenile
case files, the exchange of information between and among agencies concerned with court matters
affecting children . . . shall be governed by Welfare and Institutions Code Section 827, California Rules
of Court 5.552, Local Rules under Section 903 and this Administrative Order.”62 Judge Hatchimonji’s
Order provides for disclosure of confidential juvenile case file information to only two federal agencies—
the FBI (under very limited circumstances) and the Department of Defense, Investigative Services.63
All persons or entities not listed in Sections 827 or 828 must petition the juvenile court for authorization
to inspect or obtain juvenile case file information, and obtain permission before using it in any kind
of court proceeding.64 The petition requires the party to describe in detail why the confidential
information is needed.65 OCPD’s Policy Manual also strongly emphasizes juvenile confidentiality. It
states that “[c]ase information is considered confidential and to be shared only with those who have
the need and right to know. State statute, case law, court directive, departmental policy, procedure
and directives strictly limit access to case information.”66 The Policy Manual also states that OCPD
employees must have a court order or valid subpoena, and permission from a supervisor, before
releasing case file documents.67

OCPD’s referral practices involve the unauthorized sharing of case file information
with ICE
OCPD’s written policy specifically directs employees to share information about a juvenile with ICE.
When OCPD decides to refer a juvenile to ICE, the ICE Liaison is instructed to call the Santa Ana
ICE office and inform ICE that a “suspected foreign national” is in custody. The ICE Liaison is also
to provide “all pertinent information to assist [ICE] in their investigation.”68 There is no limitation on
14
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what information should be provided to In several instances, advocates have been able to confirm
ICE or any mention of the Section 827 that delinquency case information has ended up in ICE’s
procedure for petitioning the juvenile files without a Section 827 order.
court to share information. In several
instances, advocates have been able to confirm that delinquency case information has ended up in
ICE’s files without a Section 827 order.69 Thus, probation officers seem to be routinely engaging in
unauthorized sharing of confidential case file information with immigration authorities.
Section 827 limits access not only to official documents filed with the juvenile court, but to the entire
“juvenile case file” and information relating to the content of the case file. The case file includes “a
petition filed in any juvenile court proceeding, reports of the probation officer, and all other documents
filed in that case or made available to the probation officer in making his or her report . . . .”70 California
Rules of Court Section 5.552 also contains a long list of documents protected as part of the case
file, including all documents “maintained in the office files of probation officers, social workers of
child welfare services programs, and CASA volunteers,”71 as well as “[t]ranscripts, records, or
reports relating to matters prepared or released by the court, probation department, or child welfare
services program.”72 Under these statutes, the definition of “case file” encompasses nearly all office
files maintained by OCPD. Additionally, neither the plain language nor legislative history of Section
827 makes a distinction or exception for verbal disclosures, as opposed to written disclosures, of
confidential juvenile delinquency information.
Because ICE is not an approved entity listed in Section 827, ICE must file a Form JV-570 with the Orange
County Juvenile Court before OCPD may share any juvenile case file information with the agency.73 After
filing the form, ICE must serve a copy, as applicable, on county counsel, the district attorney, the child
whose records it seeks, the child’s parent, the child’s attorney, the child’s legal guardian, the probation
department, the child’s identified Indian tribe, and the child’s CASA volunteer.74 California law allows
any of these interested parties to file an objection to the release of records with the court in response
to the request.75 In determining whether “to authorize inspection or release of juvenile case files . . .
the court must balance the interests of the child and other parties to the juvenile court proceedings,
the interests of the petitioner, and the interests of the public.”76 A petition for disclosure is granted
only when the court finds that “discovery outweighs the policy considerations favoring confidentiality
of juvenile case files.”77 Provision of any juvenile case file material to ICE outside of this procedure
violates the plain language and the intent of Section 827.
By providing, without limitation, that OCPD will share “all pertinent information” about a juvenile with ICE,
OCPD appears to be circumventing California law and juvenile court orders. The harm of unauthorized
sharing of delinquency case information is clear. However, California’s broad confidentiality protections
also reach other information contained in OCPD’s “office files.” This includes information that OCPD
obtained in connection with a child’s case or her detention at Juvenile Hall, such as a child’s citizenship
or immigration status. Protection of this information from disclosure encourages a child and her
family to communicate freely with OCPD to best provide for the needs of that child. A federal appeals
court has acknowledged a Tenth Amendment interest of states and localities in the enforceability of
broad confidentiality laws that extend to immigration status information, notwithstanding Congress’s
enactment of a federal statute that provides for exchange of such information.78 The court held that
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while a state or local agency cannot single out immigration status for non-disclosure, that information
may be protected as part of a general policy of confidentiality. Because a juvenile’s immigration status
information is protected under a general policy of confidentiality under Section 827, federal law cannot
require disclosure of that information.
OCPD’s confidentiality violations undermine the otherwise protective, rehabilitative functions of
the juvenile justice system, and harm the children the system is meant to protect. Under OCPD’s
policy, the stakes are much higher for the subset of youth who probation officers might refer for
immigration enforcement. Children arrested for even minor offenses, or those mistakenly arrested or
never adjudicated delinquent of the charges filed against them, face the possibility of detention and
deportation as a result of unauthorized information sharing.79 Instead of protecting children from the
stigma and legal disability of a delinquency record, OCPD’s practices expose immigrant children to
additional stigma and legal consequences, against their best interests.

2. Referrals Impede Cooperation with Probation Officers
A child’s rehabilitation is most successful when the child and his or her family are willing to cooperate
with the probation officer. In the juvenile system, there is no predetermined length of probation;
instead, a child’s probation officer decides whether to recommend extending or reducing the probation
period based on the child’s progress.80 According to the Orange County Deputy District Attorney’s
office, “it’s really up to the minor to decide exactly how seriously they want to take probation.”81 A child
who engages successfully with the system could complete probation in six months, while a child who
performs poorly could potentially remain on juvenile probation for years, until she reaches the age of
twenty-one.82 In addition to recommending the probation period, the probation officer may refer the
child to other programs and services, including community service programs, counseling services,
and informal supervision.83 A probation officer’s ability to effectively tailor a child’s probation to fit his
or her specific needs, however, depends on the degree to which the child and his or her family are
forthcoming with information.
OCPD’s referral practices undermine the trust between a child and her probation officer. Detained
children may come to see probation officers as an extension of ICE, and may become fearful that
contact with or disclosure of information to the officer could lead to immigration consequences,
including deportation. This erosion of trust may
make the child less likely to cooperate with the OCPD’s referral practices undermine the trust
officer, hindering the rehabilitative process. between a child and her probation officer.
Furthermore, the OCPD referral policy creates the
risk that probation officers will use ICE referrals for retributive or punitive purposes. One youth
detained in San Mateo Youth Services Center (Hillcrest) prior to San Mateo’s change in its ICE referral
policy reported that “when his probation officer was frustrated with him for violating probation, she
reported him to ICE.”84
ICE referrals can also cause the family members of youth to distrust juvenile probation officers, and
even the juvenile court system more broadly. When a child is booked into juvenile hall, OCPD requires
that the child’s parent or legal guardian complete a “Minor and Family Data Sheet.” This form allows
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OCPD to collect residency status information on the child and his or her family by asking for the place
of birth, Social Security Number, Alien Registration Number, and California Driver’s License Number
of the child and his or her parents.85 Family members asked to complete this form may become
anxious about the juvenile justice system before even meeting with the probation officer. When parents
of OCPD detainees learn, through direct experience or word of mouth, that children of the immigrant
community are sometimes referred to ICE by OCPD officers, they may become fearful that cooperation
with OCPD or the juvenile court in their child’s case will lead to questions about their own immigration
status. Parents who do cooperate with the probation department, only to see the department refer
their child to ICE, often feel that they unintentionally aided in their child’s deportation and wonder
whether the juvenile system is trying to punish, rather than rehabilitate their children.86
Family members’ unwillingness to cooperate with probation or the juvenile court can make it harder for
the juvenile justice system to achieve swift rehabilitation and reintegration.87 For example, the system
needs parents to produce certain documents, show up for proceedings and work with probation officers
to develop a plan for the child.88 The participation of parents and guardians is thus an important part
of the effective functioning of the juvenile justice system, and their cooperation is key. Unfortunately,
Latino youth are often unnecessarily held in detention because their parents are too afraid to visit the
detention facility or to attend court hearings.89

3. Prolonged Detention Hinders Rehabilitation
In addition to violating confidentiality and impeding cooperation between children, their families, and
the juvenile justice system, ICE referrals also hinder a child’s rehabilitation by subjecting him or her to
prolonged detention. OCPD referrals can prolong the detention of juveniles in two ways. First, juveniles
with ICE detainer requests are ineligible for out-of-home placements.90 Second, juveniles referred to
ICE face possible detention in federal ORR facilities upon the conclusion of their detention by the
county.91 Detention away from youths’ family and community delays their reintegration and decreases
their chances of successful rehabilitation.
Federal immigration detention has no definite duration, and children may be detained for weeks,
or even months in facilities that are basically county juvenile halls before their immigration court
proceedings begin.92 Although formally in civil “administrative” detention, these children are detained
in state juvenile detention facilities. Eventually, some children are released back to their families for
the duration of their immigration court proceedings, which can take years to resolve. Despite being
returned to their families, these youth have to live under the cloud of potential deportation and the
stress of going to immigration court for years. Additionally, due to the time they spend in detention,
these youth often fall behind in school and have trouble reintegrating when they return home. Orange
County must then provide additional services to help these youth cope with the hardships they suffered
in federal detention.
For example, Mario, one of the clients represented by IRC, spent nearly a year away from his family
while detained in Yolo County juvenile detention center, and experienced various setbacks as a result
of his time there. Mario was transferred to the custody of immigration authorities following his ten-day
detention at Orange County Juvenile Hall. Although OCPD examined his mental and physical health
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upon his admittance, placing him into a special unit for youth with mental health issues, he received
no treatment or counseling. Mario then spent a total of ten months in immigration detention until his
immigration court case was concluded.93 While in custody, Mario missed school, was cut off from his
social and familial networks, and was placed on various medications, including Lithium. Throughout
his time in federal custody, Mario was still on juvenile probation, but juvenile probation essentially
stopped monitoring his progress.
The hardships Mario endured during detention were exacerbated by the separation from his family
and community. The hostile environment of federal custody isolates children from their family and
friends, and can cause them to return home with additional emotional and physical setbacks. The
federal detention setbacks not only hinder a youth’s rehabilitation, but also contribute to an increased
risk of recidivism.94 According to Orange County Probation Department’s own study in the 1990s, the
8% of juvenile offenders who qualify as “chronic recidivists” have “significantly more problem areas in
their lives, such as drug abuse, dysfunctional families, or failure in school.”95 The stressful and isolating
environment of ICE detention is likely to contribute to these “problem areas,” increasing a youth’s risk
of recidivism and decreasing her chances of rehabilitation. Furthermore, prolonged detention in such a
traumatic environment has been shown to cause or hasten mental illness.96

4. Juvenile Referrals Disrupt Family Unity
OCPD’s practices seem to entirely ignore the juvenile justice system’s goal of family unity for the subset
of youth who are referred to ICE. The referral policy relies on California Welfare & Institutions Code
Section 202, which specifically states that a fundamental goal of the juvenile system is to “preserve
and strengthen the minor’s family ties whenever possible.”97 The section goes on to state that “family
preservation and family reunification” are appropriate considerations when determining a delinquency
disposition.” Furthermore, OCPD’s study on recidivism found that “[c]ooperative, concerted efforts
to empower and build the families of high-risk youth can pay major dividends for years to come.”98
However, this goal of family unity is thwarted by prolonged family separation caused when OCPD’s
referral of youth to ICE leads to federal detention and deportation.
Once OCPD refers a youth to immigration authorities, the prospects for reunification with a youth’s
family and community are greatly diminished. ICE detainers prevent youth from being released home
to their families, and make youth ineligible for out-of-home placements. Generally, if the juvenile
court decides a child is a ward of the court, it can send him or her home, or into an out-of-home
placement as an alternative to detention. A child granted an out-of-home placement may be released
to live with a relative, in foster care or in a group home, among other options.99 Pursuant to OCPD’s
referral policy, children with active ICE detainers cannot be released to an out-of-home placement.100
Under this policy, a child who may be otherwise eligible to live with a relative—and possibly regain a
family support system—will remain in custody simply because he has an ICE detainer. ICE does not
make detainer determinations based on an assessment of flight risk. OCPD’s policy of barring children
with ICE detainers from out-of-home placements thus unnecessarily prolongs family separation,
undermining the juvenile justice system’s stated goal of family unity.
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When a youth is referred to ICE, he or she is usually placed in a juvenile detention center by ORR
unless a parent or legal guardian comes forward to take the child. Most undocumented parents and
guardians will not risk coming forward, which means the child is will be treated as “unaccompanied”
and turned over to the
custody of ORR. ORR may There are no ORR facilities in Orange County that will take youth
detain the child in a juvenile directly from OCPD. The closest facility is in Yolo County, over 450
detention center far away, in miles away. And some Orange County youth have been sent as far
other parts of the country. away as Washington and Indiana.
There are no ORR facilities in
Orange County that will take youth directly from OCPD. The closest facility is in Yolo County, over 450
miles away. And some Orange County youth have been sent as far away as Washington and Indiana.101
Unless family members can afford the cost of traveling to distant detention centers, they may not be
able to visit the child during the entire detention period.
In cases where children are deported, they experience long-term separation from their parents and
siblings in the United States.102 This separation is not only traumatic for the deported youth—many
of whom grew up in the United States and know little about the language or culture of their birth
country—but also for the family they leave behind. Many parents of deported youth cannot accompany
their deported child because they have U.S. citizen children in school here or need to work in the
United States in order to provide for their families.103 In situations where a family originally fled the
country to avoid abuse or violence, the youth is returning to potentially dangerous conditions.104 Even
if the country itself is safe, the child must find a way to survive in a place where he or she may have
little to no support system. In some cases, detained youth may even voluntarily accept deportation to
get out of detention because they fear that their parents cannot come forward to claim them without
risking their own deportation.105 A child should never have to choose between her own freedom and
that of her parents. Such a choice contravenes the juvenile justice system’s goal of family unity.

B. Juvenile Referrals Undermine Public Safety
Juvenile probation officials may believe that referring juveniles to immigration authorities can protect
the community from juveniles who may commit crimes in the future.106 However, data shows that
the juvenile justice system is already doing an effective job of this, and there is no reason to believe
that rates of recidivism among immigrant children are higher than that of the general population.
Further, respected law enforcement leaders across the country have discussed the harm that local
entanglement with immigration enforcement can have on community policing efforts. By eroding
immigrant communities’ trust in local law enforcement, OCPD referral practices can actually have
a net negative impact on public safety. In fact, jurisdictions “that eliminated ICE referrals as part of
wider reforms to the juvenile justice systems have subsequently experienced reduced rates of juvenile
crime and increased levels of cooperation with the immigrant community.”107

1. Juvenile Referrals Confer No Appreciable Benefit to Public Safety
Immigration status does not predict or shape future juvenile delinquency. Research has repeatedly
shown that “immigrant concentration is either negatively associated with neighborhood crime rates or
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not related to crime at all.”108 As a result, there is no rational public safety basis for treating immigrant
children differently from other children.
Even if a correlation between immigration status and delinquency did exist, which it does not, OCPD’s
procedures are overbroad. The referral policy allows probation officers to refer juveniles to ICE prior
to court adjudication, using as-yet unproven charges as a basis for making risk determinations.109 This
creates a greater risk that children who pose little or no threat to public safety ultimately receive a
referral. In addition, as discussed above, OCPD’s own studies show that only a small percentage, or 8%,
of youth who come into contact with the probation department qualify as “chronic recidivists.”110 Thus,
excessive focus on the potential public safety benefits of OCPD immigration referrals seems misguided.

2. Juvenile Referrals Make Communities Less Safe By Eroding Immigrant
Community Trust in Law Enforcement Generally
Immigrant communities unfamiliar with the complex role of different components of the justice
system are unlikely to draw a meaningful distinction between juvenile probation officers and law
enforcement generally. Even for those who do, juvenile referrals likely still contribute to a broader fear
that government agencies responsible for the protection of immigrant residents are instead out to get
them. A similar effect has been observed between federal and local officials, with federal immigration
officials’ actions coloring immigrants’ perceptions of local law enforcement.111 Thus, OCPD referrals
to ICE can have the effect of making immigrant communities more fearful of reporting crime to all
Orange County law enforcement agencies.
The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Orange County Sheriff’s Department (OCSD) have both
recognized the public safety significance of building trust in local communities. According to a DOJ and
Vera Institute of Justice report, police goals of solving and preventing crime rely in part on law enforcement
legitimacy in the eyes of immigrant communities.112 OCSD has also recognized the importance of
community trust, setting forth a vision statement on its website that “your trust is our legacy.”113
It is easy to understand why immigration referrals would discourage families from trusting local law
enforcement agencies. Approximately 85 percent of immigrant families include family members with
mixed immigration statuses, for example, a combination of U.S. citizens, lawfully present immigrants,
and undocumented immigrants.114 As Los Angeles Police Chief William Bratton stated in a 2009 op-ed
to the Los Angeles Times, “My officers can’t prevent or solve crimes if victims or witnesses are not
willing to talk to them because of fear of being deported.”115
In recent study by a researcher at the University of Illinois at Chicago, a survey of over two
thousand Latinos from four counties across the nation, including Los Angeles County, revealed that
approximately 44 percent of Latinos
were less likely to contact police Approximately 44 percent of Latinos were less likely to contact
officers about a crime because of police officers about a crime because of increased collaboration
increased collaboration between between local law enforcement agencies and ICE.
local law enforcement agencies
and ICE.116 Similarly, 45 percent of survey participants stated that they were less likely to voluntarily
offer information about crimes or report crimes for the same reason. This reluctance extended to 28
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percent of U.S.-born Latinos, who feared that police officers would inquire into the status of people
they know.117 Conversely, when Santa Clara County announced in 2011 that it would thereafter
refuse to honor ICE detainer requests, officials observed a marked increase in community trust and
cooperation with law enforcement.118
As the above sources confirm, collaboration between local law enforcement and ICE erodes trust in law
enforcement for a significant number of immigrants. OCPD’s referral policies undoubtedly contribute
to this erosion of trust by directing the probation department to act as a vehicle for immigration
enforcement. To restore the trust between immigrant communities and law enforcement that is
critical to public safety, immigrants must be able to distinguish local probation officers from federal
immigration authorities and be assured that their cooperation with investigations will not result in
adverse immigration consequences.

C. OCPD Is Not Authorized or Suited to Enforce Federal Immigration Law
There is no reason why OCPD needs to be involved in federal immigration enforcement efforts.
ICE can fulfill its enforcement mission without the proactive referral of youth by juvenile probation
departments.119 Moreover, the California Attorney General has made clear that ICE cannot require local
law enforcement “to determine an individual’s immigration status or to enforce federal immigration
laws,” including by mandating compliance with ICE detainers.120
More importantly, OCPD’s involvement in federal immigration enforcement is both unwise and, as
currently conducted, illegal. OCPD’s referral policy directs OCPD employees to independently attempt
to determine and classify juveniles’ immigration status, in excess of their constitutional authority as
local officers. Further, OCPD violates juveniles’ constitutional rights by detaining them solely on the
basis of ICE detainers without any state law grounds for detention. OCPD’s referral policy is also bad
public policy. Immigration law is very complex and OCPD officers do not have the requisite training
to make immigration status determinations. The policy undermines OCPD’s commitment to racial
equality by exacerbating the risk of illegal racial profiling in the selection of children for immigration
investigations. It also risks subjecting U.S. citizens and other lawfully present children to erroneous
detention and deportation, and may deprive juveniles who are eligible for immigration relief of
an opportunity to apply for relief. In sum, there is no need for OCPD to assist in enforcing federal
immigration law against the minors in its care—and there are compelling reasons why it should not.

1. OCPD’s Referral Policy Directs County Officers to Exceed Their Constitutional
Authority by Independently Determining Juveniles’ Immigration Status
By placing the determination of juveniles’ immigration status in the hands of county probation
officials and directing them to employ a locally defined verification and classification scheme, OCPD’s
referral policy exceeds the lawful authority allocated to local law enforcement officers in the area of
immigration enforcement under the U.S. Constitution. In League of United Latin American Citizens v.
Wilson (LULAC), the District Court for the Northern District of California made clear, when declaring
CPC Section 834b unconstitutional, that a state or local government may not adopt a “set of criteria by
which to classify individuals based on immigration status” independently of federal standards.121 More
recently, the Supreme Court confirmed in Arizona v. United States that, unless an exception applies,
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lawful state cooperation with federal agencies is limited to communication with federal officials so
that federal officers can verify immigration status.122
OCPD’s referral policy violates these constitutional limits on the authority of local officers. Under the
referral policy, Custody Intake Probation Officers must make “all reasonable attempts” to identify the
citizenship status of each minor admitted to Juvenile Hall. The policy envisions that probation officers
will make these determinations prior to consulting federal authorities or databases.
In addition, the policy requires intake officers to verify U.S. citizenship in those cases when citizenship
is claimed. And when an officer finds “reason to believe” that a minor is a foreign national, the officer
must require from the minor or his/her family “verification of legal entry into the United States.”
According to a January 2012 e-mail from the ICE Liaison DPO to the Juvenile Hall Division Director, the
ICE Liaison relies on the following to assess a minor’s immigration status: “interviews with the minor
or his/her family, the checking of a California data base (for those who claim to be born in California)
or . . . a parent providing a birth certificate.” This independent verification process is unconstitutional
under LULAC. There, the court found a state law provision preempted in part because it required state
officers to independently verify the immigration status of an arrestee by “questioning the person” and
“demanding documentation.”123
Finally, the referral policy requires OCPD officers to assess minors’ immigration status according
to a classification scheme created by the county and inconsistent with federal legal standards. The
policy makes an initial distinction between “citizens” on the one hand, and “foreign nationals” who
must “verif[y] . . . legal entry” on the other. But this is a false dichotomy. A person could have entered
unlawfully and be a U.S. citizen today. More generally, “legal entry” is far from determinative of a
person’s present immigration status under federal law—many who entered lawfully are unlawfully
present today, and many who entered unlawfully may today be lawfully present. Indeed, the LULAC
court highlighted this feature of federal immigration law when striking down a state-created
classification scheme, faulting it for failing to recognize federal categories of persons “who are not
citizens, not admitted as permanent residents and not admitted for a temporary period of time but
who are nevertheless present in the United States [and] authorized to remain here.”124
OCPD’s policy instructs intake officers to further deviate from federal classification standards
after they complete their investigation, when they are required to enter the youth’s status into a
case management system. The referral policy lists the following citizenship status classifications:
“Naturalized U.S. Citizen, Pending Documentation, Resident Alien, U.S. Citizen, Undocumented Alien,
Unknown, and Work Permit.” These classifications differ from classifications recognized by federal
law. Federal law, for example, does not recognize “work permit” or “pending documentation” as an
immigration status; it does, on the other hand, make numerous different groups of noncitizens eligible
for work authorization, including those who have no lawful status.
The U.S. Constitution circumscribes the role that local law enforcement may play in immigration
enforcement. OCPD has overstepped the bounds of its authority by creating its own, independent
scheme for the verification and classification of juveniles’ immigration status.
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2. OCPD’s Detention of Juveniles on ICE Detainers Violates Juveniles’ Right to
Be Free From Unlawful Detention
Under the recently enacted TRUST Act, which will go into effect on January 1, 2014, county officers may
no longer detain any individual solely on an ICE detainer unless the individual subject to the detainer
has been convicted of certain crimes, or a magistrate has found probable cause to believe that the
individual has committed one of those crimes.125 Because juveniles may be considered “convicted” of
such crimes only in limited circumstances,126 the TRUST Act will substantially limit OCPD’s discretion
to detain juveniles in its care solely on the basis of an ICE detainer.
Even where Orange County officials have the discretion to honor an ICE detainer under the TRUST
Act,127 OCPD may be constitutionally prohibited from detaining youth on ICE detainers under certain
circumstances. To comply with the Constitution, any detention of a juvenile beyond his or her scheduled
release date under California law must be independently authorized by federal law. However, OCPD’s
referral policy requires the detention of juveniles beyond their release dates in circumstances
where an ICE detainer cannot provide such authorization.
First, OCPD’s referral policy instructs officers to hold an juvenile subject to an ICE detainer for up to 48
hours past the juvenile’s scheduled release date, excluding weekends and holidays. But the Supreme
Court has held that an individual cannot be detained for more than 48 hours, including weekends and
holidays, without a judicial determination of probable cause as to the basis for that detention.128 Thus,
OCPD’s policy appears to violate the Fourth Amendment rights of juveniles who are held on an ICE
detainer for more than 48 hours.
Second, OCPD’s policy directs employees to honor detainer requests without regard to the underlying
charge. Congress has only explicitly authorized detainer requests for those detained on charges of
controlled substance offenses.129 Any ICE detainer placed on a juvenile detained pursuant to other
charges is therefore not grounded in federal statutory authority, and may not justify the juvenile’s
detention beyond his or her release date. The issue has been litigated in several jurisdictions.130
Finally, some scholars have suggested that compliance with ICE detainer requests is unlawful in all
cases because it requires local officers to prolong the detention of immigrants based solely on their
immigration status, which the Supreme Court held in Arizona local officers cannot do.131
In one recent case, OCPD appeared to even disregard the explicit terms of ICE’s detainer request. In
June 2013, ICE placed a detainer
One juvenile was declared incompetent to stand trial by the
on a juvenile in OCPD custody,
Juvenile Court in September 2013, before the juvenile could be
but clearly stated the detainer
adjudicated delinquent on any charges. Though the court ordered
would only become operative
the juvenile released to family, an OCPD officer turned the
upon the juvenile’s “conviction.”
juvenile’s parent away, citing ICE’s detainer request as authority
The juvenile was declared
for the juvenile’s continued detention.
incompetent to stand trial by
the Juvenile Court in September
2013, before the juvenile could be adjudicated delinquent on any charges. Though the court ordered
the juvenile released to family, an OCPD officer turned the juvenile’s parent away, citing ICE’s detainer
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request as authority for the juvenile’s continued detention. Local immigration advocates intervened,
and OCPD subsequently arranged for the juvenile’s release—but despite the best efforts of advocates,
other misinterpretations of detainer requests may go unnoticed and unremedied.
Our Constitution requires that all individuals be detained only pursuant to lawful authority. By
erroneously treating every ICE detainer as cause to delay release of juveniles back to their families
and communities, OCPD’s policy violates juveniles’ constitutional rights.

3. OCPD’s Referral Policy Undermines Its Commitment to Racial Equality
by Exacerbating the Risk of Illegal Racial Profiling
OCPD has expressed a commitment to racial equality through its pledge to reduce “disproportionate
minority contact,” or the overrepresentation of youth of color in the juvenile justice system.132 Despite
OCPD’s ongoing efforts, however, racial and ethnic disparities in the rate of detention were no lower
in 2012 than they had been in 2010; for instance, in 2012, Latino youth were 3.5 times more likely to
be admitted into detention than White youth in Orange County.133 OCPD’s referral policy exacerbates
the racial disparities in the system: its requirement that officers investigate juveniles’ immigration
status based on their own suspicions as to who may be “a foreign national” heightens risks of illegal
racial profiling.
The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, which has federal jurisdiction over California,
has declared that it is illegal to rely on race and ethnicity to any degree in determining who may
be unlawfully present in the United States.134 However, OCPD officers have not received training
on immigration law, and immigration status is particularly difficult to discern based on observable
conduct. Thus, local officers are more likely to rely on foreign appearance and foreign-sounding
surnames in determining who to target for additional investigation. Due to the makeup of the foreignborn population in the United States, this determination is likely to consist of judgments based on
race, ethnicity, or language.
Sadly, there have been numerous recent examples of local law enforcement agencies engaging
in racial profiling in their efforts to target undocumented immigrants. In a 2009 study of the CAP
program, the Warren Institute at the University of California, Berkeley School of Law found that greater
collaboration between local police in Irving, Texas and ICE was accompanied by a spike in discretionary
arrests of Latinos for petty offenses.135 Likewise, the DOJ has determined that police agencies that
sought to investigate undocumented immigrants in Arizona, North Carolina, and Connecticut were
systematically targeting Latinos based on their ethnicity.136 Nationwide, law enforcement participation
in immigration enforcement has nearly exclusively targeted migrants who entered unlawfully from
Mexico and Central America, even though 40% of America’s unlawfully present population consists
of people who entered lawfully, often from non-Latin countries.137 Perhaps unsurprisingly, 38% of
Latinos nationwide report that they feel they are under more suspicion “now that local law enforcement
authorities have become involved in immigration enforcement.”138
OCPD’s instruction to its officers to investigate juveniles’ immigration status on the basis of a “reason
to believe” that they are “foreign,” with no instruction on how to do so in a race-neutral way, is cause
for concern. Anecdotal evidence confirms this view. While detained in Orange County Juvenile
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Hall, Mario was asked about his
Mario was asked about his immigration status by a nurse
immigration status by a nurse during
during his entrance medical examination and later by
his entrance medical examination
multiple guards and probation officers. According to Mario,
and later by multiple guards and
the other “Latino-looking” children in custody at the time
probation officers.139 According to
fielded similar questioning, while the white children did not.
Mario, the other “Latino-looking”
children in custody at the time fielded similar questioning, while the white children did not.140
OCPD’s referral policy distracts juvenile probation officers from their central responsibilities by inviting
them to treat the youth in their care differently based on their appearance or where they come from.
It can lead to racially targeted investigation that alienates youth of color and pits them against other
detainees. As the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has stated, such profiling sends a harmful “message
to all our citizens that those who are not white are judged by the color of their skin alone [and] . . . enjoy
a lesser degree of constitutional protection.”141

4. OCPD’s Referral Policy Risks the Erroneous Detention and Deportation of
U.S. Citizens and Other Lawfully Present Children
OCPD’s collaboration with ICE creates a substantial risk that U.S. citizens and other lawfully present
youth may be erroneously referred, detained, and deported. As discussed above, juvenile probation
officers are not trained in immigration law.142 Probation officers cannot be expected to understand the
complexity of federal immigration law and the numerous ways that children may be legally present in
the United States.143 Even a task that may appear straightforward on its face, such as determining if a
juvenile is a U.S. citizen, cannot be accomplished reliably through simple methods such as asking for
a birth certificate or proof of naturalization, since a minor may have acquired citizenship through any
number of ways, such as by deriving citizenship from a parent.144
In addition, the particular circumstances of children exacerbate the risk of mistaken evaluations of their
immigration status. First, many children do not carry identification and may not know or understand
the nature of their immigration status. Second, U.S. citizen or lawfully present children may have
undocumented parents or guardians who are too afraid to come forward to verify their children’s
legal status; indeed, the vast majority of youth turned over to ICE by the juvenile justice system are
designated as “unaccompanied minors,” even though they were living with parents or legal guardians
before their detention.145
Finally, courts have recognized that detained juveniles’ responses to interrogation are inherently
unreliable due to their age. The Supreme Court has cautioned that minors “often lack the experience,
perspective, and judgment to recognize and avoid choices that could be detrimental to them,”146 and
has warned that the coercive nature of interrogation is heightened for children, since “a reasonable
child subjected to police questioning will sometimes feel pressured to submit when a reasonable
adult would feel free to go.”147 For some juveniles, interrogation is rendered even more coercive by the
juveniles’ mental disabilities,148 or by probation officers’ intimidating behavior.149
In recognition of these vulnerabilities, a federal regulation governing immigration enforcement against
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juveniles requires that each juvenile, when “apprehended,” be given a Form I-770 notice of rights.150
OCPD’s referral policy and practices circumvent this regulation in two ways. First, OCPD policy
requires probation officers to question juveniles about
their immigration status without providing them with OCPD policy requires probation officers to
the notice required by the regulation, or any alternative question juveniles about their immigration
form of notice. That information is then passed on to status without providing them with the
ICE to be used against juveniles in their immigration notice required by the regulation, or any
court proceedings. Second, OCPD allows juveniles to alternative form of notice.
be directly questioned by ICE officers while they are in
OCPD custody, without providing Form I-770 notices to the youth, undermining the spirit of the federal
regulation.
The particular vulnerabilities of children, combined with probation officers’ lack of expertise in
assessing immigration status, create substantial risks that legally present children will be referred to
ICE, after which the lack of adequate safeguards in the federal immigration system may compound the
mistake. For example, ICE may issue detainers against U.S. citizens and other lawfully present youth,
since a detainer may be issued so long as there is simply “reason to believe the individual is subject to
removal.” ICE agents frequently issue wrongful detainers for individuals who are actually U.S. citizens.
In a recent 50-month period, the Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse found that ICE issued
detainers for 834 U.S. citizens,151 and other studies have estimated that the number of U.S. citizens
apprehended by ICE may be much higher.152
Children subject to erroneous detainers may face erroneous deportation if they are transferred to
federal custody and placed in immigration court proceedings. Children in this situation are especially
vulnerable because immigration courts lack the child-specific protections present in the juvenile justice
and child welfare systems—in particular, there is not as robust an entitlement to legal representation,
and there is no provision for guardians ad litem.153 Federal authorities are only required to provide
unaccompanied minors with counsel “to the greatest extent practicable.”154 This relative lack of
safeguards leaves minors ill-equipped to challenge their cases. For instance, ICE lawyers prosecuting
a juvenile’s deportation case may make use of his or her statements to probation officers, even though
those statements, as explained above, are inherently unreliable. An Immigration Judge may then rely
on those statements in ordering a juvenile deported.
In fact, the failure to recognize the special vulnerabilities of children has resulted in numerous highprofile wrongful deportations of U.S. citizen children. Jakadrien, a fourteen-year-old U.S. citizen, was
deported to Colombia after she gave a false name to law enforcement, even though she had never
been to Colombia and did not speak Spanish.155 Jakadrien was picked up by law enforcement when
she ran away from home, distraught over the loss of her grandfather and her parents’ divorce. Despite
the red flags indicating her statements to law enforcement were unreliable, ICE failed to confirm
her identity before deporting her to Colombia. Another deported U.S. citizen was four-year-old Emily
Samantha Ruiz, who was stopped by customs agents and immigration authorities because she was
travelling with her grandfather, who held a valid visa but had prior immigration infractions on his
record.156 Emily was deported to Guatemala before she was eventually retrieved by the Ruiz family’s
attorney and returned to her family on Long Island.
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5. OCPD’s Referral Policy Risks the Unnecessary Detention and Deportation
of Juveniles Eligible for Immigration Relief
Balancing various public policy considerations, the federal government has created numerous programs
that provide immigration relief to undocumented children. These programs include affirmative pathways
to legal immigration status and citizenship, including family visas,157 T visas,158 U visas,159 S visas,160
asylum,161 and Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS).162 Certain juveniles may also apply for Temporary
Protected Status (TPS)163 relief or to the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, which—
though not leading to legal status—provides youth with work authorization and temporary protection
from deportation. Once a juvenile is in immigration court proceedings, she may be able to apply for
additional forms of defensive relief from deportation, such as cancellation of removal.164
Juveniles eligible for certain types of immigration status or relief—such as visas, SIJS, or DACA—may
be deprived of an opportunity to apply for them, or to complete processing of their applications, if they
are referred by OCPD and deported first. DHS attorneys have no legal obligation to agree to close a
juvenile’s immigration court case pending the resolution of an application for immigration relief.165
Similarly, Immigration Judges often have no obligation to postpone hearings166 or close a juvenile’s
case under such circumstances.167 Once removal proceedings are initiated, children must assert their
own eligibility for relief, and certain applications can take quite a long time to process.
Because children left to navigate complex immigration proceedings on their own have slim to no chance
of success,168 it is important that children have the greatest opportunity to consult with their families
and with legal counsel regarding their eligibility for programs that providing a path to legal status
prior to the initiation of removal proceedings. Under current OCPD policy, however, the Probation
ICE Liaison notifies ICE of “suspected foreign national[s]” without regard to whether the children are
eligible for immigration relief.169 Although the Liaison is given some discretion regarding referrals,
that discretion does not contemplate the children’s potential eligibility for immigration relief, and the
Liaison is not trained or qualified to assess such eligibility. This can cut short the time that juveniles
have to work with their families and attorneys to apply for visas or other relief.
According to a 2012 Vera Institute of Justice report, more than one-quarter of unaccompanied children
admitted into ORR custody are potentially eligible for legal status through U visas, T visas, and SIJS.170
Legal status for these youth would benefit the community and further the goals of the juvenile
justice system: legal status often confers
work authorization, removing juveniles’ According to a 2012 Vera Institute of Justice report,
incentive to commit certain offenses, and more than one-quarter of unaccompanied children
long-term permanent residents are eligible admitted into ORR custody are potentially eligible for
for federal financial aid, which may motivate legal status through U visas, T visas, and SIJS.
youth to pursue higher education. Sadly,
juvenile referral policies like OCPD’s create a pipeline to detention and deportation for juveniles
who, if never referred to ICE by juvenile probation, might otherwise have had an opportunity to attain
such legal status.
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D. Juvenile Referrals Drain County Funds
1. OCPD Spends County Resources Referring Juveniles to ICE and Detaining
Them at ICE’s Request
In fiscal year 2012 alone, the federal government allocated more than $17.9 billion to immigration
enforcement—substantially exceeding its spending on all federal criminal law enforcement agencies
combined.171 Though ICE thus commands a hefty budget, OCPD’s immigration enforcement policies
effectively result in the county incurring additional costs to subsidize ICE’s work. Under current
OCPD policy, officers are encouraged to spend their time “on the clock” attempting to ascertain the
immigration status of youth under their care, rather than pursuing their core missions. OCPD staff must
also spend time communicating with each other about youth that it wants to refer, and communicating
with ICE when the decision to refer is made. To bear these burdens, OCPD has designated an ICE
Liaison Deputy Probation Officer to handle communication with ICE.172 OCPD thus maintains a staff
member on the county payroll whose position is dedicated to federal immigration enforcement.
Supervising Probation Officers must also divert time from their core job functions to supervise the
referral decisions of the ICE Liaison.
Further, if OCPD refers a youth to ICE and ICE elects to place a detainer on the youth, OCPD policy
states that it will (1) notify ICE of the youth’s pending release; (2) detain the youth for up to an additional
five days past the youth’s scheduled release date;173 and (3) refuse to release the youth into an out-ofhome placement, instead maintaining custody of the minor in Juvenile Hall.174 These activities each
require the expenditure of time and money. For instance, in order to notify ICE of the pending release
of each youth subject to an ICE detainer, the county shoulders additional administrative costs to track
pending detainers and communicate with ICE regarding juveniles’ release dates.
After notifying ICE of the pending release of a juvenile subject to an ICE detainer, OCPD may delay
the juvenile’s release for up to five days, thus assuming a substantial additional unnecessary cost.
According to OCPD data, the county spends an average of over $420 per day, including direct and
indirect costs, to detain a single juvenile.175 Children held for the maximum additional amount of time
under the policy could therefore cost the county over $2,000 in additional costs, even if ICE never
actually assumes custody. There is no federal program or policy to specifically reimburse counties for
the costs of honoring ICE detainers for minors.176
Finally, under OCPD’s policy of refusing out-of-home placement services to minors with active ICE
detainers, undocumented youth must serve the terms of their probation in expensive prison-like conditions
rather than with relatives, in a group home, or in a therapeutic facility.177 These detention options are often
more expensive than out-of-home placements, further straining county probation budgets.178

2. OCPD’s Participation in Federal Immigration Enforcement Exposes the
County to Costly Lawsuits
OCPD’s unnecessary involvement in immigration enforcement exposes the county to costly legal
liability and, even where liability is not established, the costs of legal defense if the county is sued. If
OCPD continues to follow its referral policy, former detainees or civil rights organizations may sue
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the county for the erroneous referral, detention, and deportation of U.S. citizen and other lawfully
present youth; for OCPD’s detention of youth solely on the basis of an ICE detainer; for violations of
juvenile confidentiality laws; or for county officials’ reliance on race or ethnicity when deciding who to
interrogate and refer.
Orange County may face legal challenges arising from OCPD’s erroneous referral or detention of
youth, or for the county’s role in their wrongful detention or deportation by ICE. The substantial risks
of such erroneous referrals, detention, and deportations were discussed on pages 25-26, and each
incident exposes the county to liability. At least two other California counties have already faced
costly lawsuits for erroneous evaluations of immigration status. San Joaquin County paid $25,000
to settle a lawsuit, Soto-Torres v. Johnson, stemming from a county probation officer’s incorrect
determination of the plaintiff’s deportability and wrongful referral to ICE.179 Similarly, in Guzman v.
Chertoff, the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department mistakenly referred a developmentally disabled
U.S. citizen to ICE, resulting in his wrongful deportation to Mexico.180 Los Angeles County and the
federal government reached a settlement agreement with Mr. Guzman that required the United States
to pay him $350,000.181 Though Soto-Torres and Guzman involved adult plaintiffs, Orange County risks
liability for similar erroneous referrals regardless of the age of the detainee.
Even where OCPD refers unlawfully present youth to ICE, its policy of detaining those youth beyond
their scheduled release dates solely on the basis of an ICE detainer request exposes the county to
additional liability. As described on pages 23-24, detention on an ICE detainer may violate a juvenile’s
Fourth Amendment rights. Counties across the nation have already faced legal challenges to their
enforcement of ICE detainers.182 Notably, Los Angeles County is currently defending itself in a class
action lawsuit challenging its practice of holding people subject to ICE detainers in county jail for more
than 48 hours and refusing to release those subject to ICE detainers on bail.183
Other legal issues raised by OCPD’s referral policy expose the county to additional lawsuits. Youth may
challenge the policy’s violations, examined on page 14-16, of laws governing juvenile confidentiality.
And by creating risks of racial profiling, as described on pages 24-25, the policy also makes OCPD
vulnerable to legal liability under anti-discrimination laws. In fact, Sonoma County once faced a lawsuit
that invoked federal and state civil rights laws, as well as the federal and California Constitutions, to
challenge, among other things, county officers’ use of race, Spanish surnames, and national origin as
factors in targeting inmates for interrogation regarding their immigration status and referral to ICE.184
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Recommendations
After considering the many legal and policy issues discussed in this report, IRC offers the following
recommendations to Orange County officials and the California Legislature.

A. Recommendations for Orange County Officials
The harms caused by OCPD’s policy of referring youth to ICE outweigh any benefit. OCPD and the
Orange County Juvenile Court should resolve to discontinue OCPD’s involvement in federal immigration
enforcement. Accordingly, they should rescind OCPD’s referral policy and adopt the following policies:
• No referral of juveniles to ICE.
• No investigation of juveniles’ immigration status.
• No compliance with ICE detainers.
If OCPD continues to engage in federal immigration enforcement, it should mitigate the legal problems
and social harms caused by local collaboration with ICE by adopting the following recommendations.
Referrals
• No referrals unless they meet clear public safety standards. Provide clearly delineated
standards for the ICE Liaison to employ in assessing whether a juvenile presents “a foreseeable
and/or articulated danger to public safety” sufficient to warrant his or her referral to ICE; such
standards should limit referrals to exceptional circumstances. Eliminate the provision granting
the Liaison discretion to refer a juvenile to ICE when the Liaison believes that the referral will
serve the juvenile’s best interests—referral does not serve juveniles’ best interests.
• Observe confidentiality law. Pursuant to WIC 827, provide ICE with no information regarding a
juvenile’s case file—including but not limited to the juvenile’s immigration status information
and delinquency history—unless ICE has obtained an order from the Juvenile Court granting
OCPD permission to share the information with ICE.
• Notice and response. Require the ICE Liaison to notify a juvenile, her parents or guardians,
and her counsel, if any, of the Liaison’s decision to refer the juvenile to ICE, along with the
grounds for that decision, before the referral is made. Require the Supervision Probation
Officer charged with reviewing that decision to give the juvenile a fair opportunity to contest
the referral. ICE should not be contacted unless and until the interested parties are notified
and, after the juvenile has had a fair chance to challenge the decision to refer, the Supervision
Probation Officer has affirmed the decision.
Investigations
• No immigration questioning by county officers. Prohibit probation officers from questioning any
juvenile or his or her family members concerning the juvenile’s citizenship or immigration status.
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• No immigration questioning without notice. Allow federal immigration officers to have access
to juveniles for questioning only when they identify themselves and their purpose to the juvenile,
and provide the juvenile with a Form I-770 Notice of Rights and Disposition.
Limits on assisting federal investigation. If any officer, short of questioning a juvenile concerning
his or her citizenship or immigration status, should assist ICE with investigation of any juvenile,
that officer’s activities should be subject to the following limits:
• No independent verification. The officer may not attempt to ascertain a juvenile’s immigration
status—only ICE may conduct the verification.
• No racial profiling. Race and ethnicity may not be used as criteria in the decision to investigate
a juvenile’s citizenship or immigration status.
• No premature investigation. No investigation of a juvenile’s immigration status should occur
unless that juvenile has been adjudicated delinquent of the offense for which he or she is
presently detained. If information on a juvenile’s immigration status is inadvertently disclosed
prior to such adjudication, OCPD should not record that information in the juvenile’s case file.
ICE detainers
• Observe the TRUST Act. Instruct officers that they are prohibited from honoring any ICE
detainers in certain circumstances that do not satisfy the requirements of the TRUST Act, and
provide all officers with training on those requirements.
• No unauthorized detention. Clarify that officers may honor ICE detainers only by notifying ICE
of a juvenile’s pending release, and not by detaining the juvenile beyond the time of his or her
scheduled release.
• Allow out-of-home placement. Release juveniles subject to ICE detainer requests into out-ofhome placements when they are ordered by a court.
Outreach and relief
• Outreach to immigrant families. Conduct outreach to clearly explain OCPD’s referral policy to
immigrant families and assure them that their cooperation with OCPD will not expose them to
immigration enforcement.
• Promote immigration relief. Assist juveniles in pursuing immigration relief, thereby obtaining
status and/or privileges that will facilitate their rehabilitation, through the following steps:
• Information on relief. Provide juveniles with written information, prepared by immigration
lawyers or organizations, on forms of immigration relief for which they may qualify, including
visas, SIJS, and DACA.
• Access to legal counsel. Provide juveniles with contact information for local lawyers and
organizations that can provide free representation or advice to immigrants.
• Eligibility screening. Collaborate with local immigration advocates to screen juveniles for
eligibility for immigration relief.
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B. Recommendations for State Legislators
The California Legislature took a critical step towards protecting immigrant youth when it enacted the
TRUST Act, but that legislation, achieved through political compromise, does not extend to all juveniles;
for instance, it excludes juveniles who are tried in the adult criminal justice system of offenses that
permit compliance under the TRUST Act. By focusing solely on ICE detainers, the TRUST Act also fails
to address the initial referral of juveniles to ICE.
California should pass legislation to extend the following protections to juveniles:
• No juvenile detainers. Extend the TRUST Act to prohibit detention of any juvenile in California on
an ICE detainer, regardless of the charges brought against the juvenile and even if the juvenile
has been tried and convicted as an adult.
• No juvenile referrals. Prohibit all probation departments and law enforcement offices in
California from referring juveniles to ICE.
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Conclusion
OCPD should change its referral practices because they violate the law, contravening California’s
juvenile confidentiality laws as well as constitutional limits on the authority of county officers to
detain juveniles and enforce federal immigration law. But even if its practices were lawful, OCPD
should stop referring youth to ICE. The agency’s unnecessary immigration enforcement activities are
a drain on county coffers, diverting resources from OCPD’s core missions: rehabilitating youth and
protecting the community. Worse, OCPD’s referral practices actually interfere with those missions
by discouraging immigrant families from cooperating with OCPD and with law enforcement, and by
subjecting juveniles to the destabilizing conditions of detention, often far away from their families and
communities. Finally, by directing untrained local officers to engage in immigration enforcement,
OCPD creates risks that U.S. citizens and other lawfully present youth will be erroneously detained or
deported, as well as risks that juveniles will be racially profiled and denied a fair chance to obtain the
immigration benefits for which they are eligible.
As illustrated by California’s enactment of the TRUST Act, California residents are beginning to
recognize the hazards of state and local participation in immigration enforcement. OCPD took a step
in the right direction when it revised its referral policy last year, but the revisions failed to address
the policy’s violations of confidentiality law and other harms detailed in this report. Moreover, the
revised policy still invests county officers with too much unguided discretion to refer juveniles to ICE—
resulting in the referral of juveniles such as Eva.
We hope that OCPD will begin to give serious consideration to the harms of referring Orange County
youth in its care to ICE. Adoption of the analysis and recommendations in this report would advance
justice for all Orange County youth.
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2-4-102
11/13/12
PROCESSING SUSPECTED FOREIGN NATIONALS THROUGH
JUVENILE CUSTODY INTAKE

AUTHORITY:

Juvenile Court Directive, dated 08-22-77
(Procedure of Handling Illegal Aliens)
Juvenile Court Miscellaneous Order 606.4 dated 12-21-2001
Section 834c, California Penal Code
8 U.S.C. Section 1325 (Improper entry by alien)
8 U.S.C. Section 1373 (Communication between government
agencies and ICE)
8 CFR 287.7 (Detainer Provisions)
Article 36 of the Vienna Convention
Section 202 WIC

Attachment
Attachment

RESCINDS:

Procedure Manual Item 2-4-102, dated 12/22/11 (Major Revision)

FORMS:

Immigration and Customs Enforcement Form I-247

PURPOSE:

To outline the general procedures for processing Custody Intake referrals of
suspected foreign nationals at Juvenile Hall.

I.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Through this Procedural Manual Item (PMI), the terms “Illegal Aliens” and “Foreign
Nationals” are used interchangeable depending on the wording of the reference
document.
Pursuant to the Juvenile Court Directive of August 22, 1977, entitled, "Procedure of
Handling Illegal Aliens," no youth will be admitted to Juvenile Hall based solely on their
suspected illegal alien status. Further, the directive states, “Illegal alien youths suspected
of being destitute or in need of proper and effective parental care and control should be
brought to attention of the Department of Social Services.”

II.

PROCEDURE
W hen a minor has been lodged at Juvenile Hall on an Application for Petition alleging a
602 Welfare and Institutions Code law violation, the Custody Intake Probation
Officer will make all reasonable attempts to identify the minor's citizenship status
during the Custody Intake process. If United States citizenship is claimed, verification
must be provided.
If there is reason to believe that the minor may be a foreign national, the Custody Intake
Officer shall require verification of legal entry into the United States from the minor or
his/her family.
The Custody Intake Officer is to enter the youth’s citizenship status (Naturalized U.S.
Citizen, Pending Documentation, Resident Alien, U.S. Citizen, Undocumented Alien,
Unknown, and Work Permit) into the Integrated Case Management System (ICMS) via the
“Edit Probationer” option.
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Procedure for Processing Suspected Foreign Nationals:
1.

If a youth claims citizenship in another country or is a suspected foreign
national, the Custody Intake Officer will immediately notify the Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Liaison DPO. The ICE Liaison DPO will
notify the youth that he/she has the right to communicate with an official
from the consulate of his or her country pursuant to Section 834c(a)(1)
CPC. If the youth chooses to exercise that right, the ICE Liaison DPO shall
notify the pertinent official from the consulate of his or her country.
Furthermore, if the youth originates from a country that is listed under
Article 36 of the Vienna Convention, the consulate shall be notified without
regard to the youth’s request.

2.

In alignment with the purpose of the Juvenile Justice System pursuant to
WIC 202, the ICE Liaison DPO shall contact ICE if the following conditions
are met:
a.

In the judgment of the officer, the youth presents a foreseeable
and/or articulated danger to public safety, or

b.

Reporting the minor’s immigration status serves the best interests
of the minor.

3.

All referrals to ICE shall be approved, in advance, by a Supervising
Probation Officer (SPO).

4.

The ICE Liaison DPO will notify ICE by calling the Santa Ana Office at
(714) 834-4870. The ICE liaison DPO will inform ICE that a suspected
foreign national or foreign national is in custody and will provide them with
all pertinent information to assist them in their investigation. If the minor
otherwise meets legal requirements for release, ICE should be advised of
our intentions to release the minor.

ICE Detainers
If ICE elects to place an ICE detainer on a youth, ICE will issue a Form I-247
(Immigration Detainer - Notice of Action) pursuant to 8 C.F.R. 287.7 to the
Probation department via the ICE liaison DPO. The ICE liaison DPO will provide
the youth a copy of the detainer form and a notice advising him or her that ICE
intends to assume custody. The ICE liaison DPO will also make all
reasonable attempts to provide the minor’s parents with a copy of the
detainer form and notice.
The ICE liaison DPO will notify ICE of pending releases for all youth with ICE
detainers.
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1.

Under the authority of Juvenile Court Misc. Order 606.4 dated December
21, 2001, minors can be released to ICE up to 7 days prior to their
sentence completion.

2.

Pursuant to 8 C.F.R. 287.7, ICE must assume custody of a youth within 48
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hours, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, for any youth who is
no longer detained by a criminal justice agency. If ICE does not assume
custody of a youth within 48 hours of the scheduled release date, the youth
will be released to an appropriate parent or guardian.
3.

Undocumented minors without an active ICE Detainer on file can be
ordered into an out-of-home placement by Juvenile Court. The Placement
Unit would facilitate such a placement. A minor with an active ICE Detainer
would not be released to an out-of-home placement.

REFERENCES:
Procedures:

2-1-103
2-4-101
3-2-011
3-2-014

Undocumented and Deportable Criminal Aliens
Custody Intake Referrals
Intake
Juvenile Hall Automated Logbooks/ Institutional
Management System (IMS) and Manual Logbooks

Policy:

E-13

Undocumented and Deportable Criminal Aliens

WIC:

Sections 627b, 627.5, 628, 630-632, 650-656 and 707
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PROCESSING UNDOCUMENTED ALIENS THROUGH
JUVENILE CUSTODY INTAKE

AUTHORITY:

Sections 627b, 627.5, 628, 630-632, 650-656, & 707, Welfare and Institutions
Code
Sections 834b & 834c, Penal Code
Title 8 Section 1325, United States Code
Juvenile Court Directive, dated 8-22-77 (Procedure of Handling Illegal Aliens)
Code of Federal Regulation 8 CFR 287.7

RESCINDS:

Procedure Manual Item 2-4-102, dated 12/20/10

FORMS:

Application for Petition/Intake & Transmittal Sheet
Juvenile Court Report (Face Sheet)
Authorization for Medical Care
Detention Report
Cover Sheet
Twenty-Four-Hour Detention Letter

PURPOSE:

To outline the general procedures for processing Custody Intake referrals of
undocumented aliens at Juvenile Hall.

I.

(F057-4024)
(Computer Generated)
(F057-7004)
(Computer Generated)
(Computer Generated)
(Computer Generated)

GENERAL INFORMATION
The Juvenile Court Directive of August 22, 1977, regarding "Procedure of Handling Illegal
Aliens" must be adhered to whenever youths suspected of being undocumented aliens are
admitted to Juvenile Hall. The directive states, "Youths under 18 years of age, suspected
of being illegal aliens, should be admitted to Juvenile Hall only in the event that secondary
delinquent offenses are involved. Minors will no longer be processed in Juvenile Hall
solely on the basis of their suspected illegal alien status, per Title 8, Section 1325, U.S.
Code."
The directive further states, "Illegal alien youths suspected of being destitute or in need of
proper and effective parental care and control should be brought to attention of the
Department of Social Services."

II.

PROCEDURE
If a minor has been lodged at Juvenile Hall on an Application for Petition alleging a 602
Welfare and Institutions Code law violation, the minor's citizenship status is to be
determined during the Custody Intake process. If United States citizenship is claimed,
verification must be provided.
If there is reason to believe that the minor may be an undocumented alien, the Intake
Officer shall require verification of legal entry into the United States from the minor or
his/her family.
The minor's citizenship status is entered into the Integrated Case Management System
(ICMS) once the status is determined.
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If it is determined that the minor appears to be an undocumented alien, the following action
will be taken.
A.

Enter the "Citizenship" information into ICMS via:
1.

Profile Screen – "Juvenile ICMS"

2.

Edit Probationer

B.

If the minor claims citizenship in another country, Resident Alien status or his
status cannot be determined, the Custody Intake Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) Liaison will notify the Consulate of the minor's nation of origin
of the minor's detention and the ICE Liaison Deputy Probation Officer (DPO).

C.

All Cases
The ICE Liaison DPO will notify ICE if a minor has been determined to be an
undocumented alien and meets the following criteria:
1.

A minor who has been charged with a serious felony (example: rape,
murder, sex offense).

2.

A minor who has a history of committing serious offenses such as listed
above, as well as theft, assaults, etc.

3.

Minors who are prior deportees.

4.

Any other minor with a questionable immigration status.

Pursuant to 834b PC, the ICE Liaison DPO will notify ICE by calling the Santa Ana
Office at (714) 972-4100, and advising that a minor who appears to be an
undocumented alien and meets the above criteria, is in custody and provide them
with all pertinent information to assist them in their investigation. If the minor
otherwise meets legal requirements for release, ICE should be advised of our
intentions to release the minor.
D.

In the event ICE requests that a minor be held who otherwise meets the Probation
Department's criteria for release, the specific reason for the request must be
documented along with the name and title of the ICE official making the request.
ICE shall be requested to come for the minor as soon as possible, and must
respond prior to the filing deadline. Upon arrival of ICE, the ICE Liaison DPO will
supply them, upon request, written information including the minor's name, date of
birth, place of birth, allegations referred and police case number, as well as ICE
cards such as permanent resident cards. It is the responsibility of ICE to make a
final determination of the minor's alien status prior to release.

E.

ICE Detainers
If the minor is placed on an ICE Detainer, the ICE Liaison DPO will notify the Court
via an Information to Court Officer prior to any Court hearing.
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The minor will be released to ICE at the end of their commitment according to
federal regulations (8 CFR287.7)
Undocumented minors without an active ICE Detainer on file can be ordered into
an out-of-home placement by Juvenile Court. The Placement Unit would facilitate
such a placement. A minor with an active ICE Detainer would not be released to
an out-of-home placement.
If a petition has been filed and the matter is set for a detention hearing, the Custody
Intake DPO will complete an ICE referral form when all of the following criteria are
met:
1.

The minor is not residing with a responsible relative who is providing
adequate supervision.

2.

The minor has parents/guardians in another country.

REFERENCES:
Procedures:

2-1-103
2-4-101
3-2-011

Undocumented and Deportable Criminal Aliens
Custody Intake Referrals
Intake

Policy:

E-4

Clients with Legal Residence Outside of Orange County
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